
DAOLama: Empowering NFT and Token Lending on the TON 
Blockchain

$LLAMA jetton

DAOLama introduces a decentralized lending protocol on the 
TON blockchain. $LLAMA token serves as the cornerstone of this 
ecosystem, offering a range of utilities and benefits such as service 
income distribution, integration into the service, discounts, gamified 
experiences, staking, farming, token lending, and NFT mechanics. 
This lite paper elucidates how daolama.co fosters a vibrant 
ecosystem where users can maximize the potential of their digital 
assets.

Key Features:

• Service income distribution: $LLAMA token holders 
benefit from service income distribution, earning passive 
income based on their participation in the ecosystem.

• Integration into daolama.co ecosystem: $LLAMA 
tokens seamlessly integrate into the daolama.co service, 
providing users with exclusive discounts and utilities for NFT 
and token private auctions, rental service, marketplace, and all 
new products.

• Discounts for users: Users enjoy discounts within the 
DAOLama ecosystem, enhancing their experience and 
incentivizing participation.

• The Llama game: The Llama Game offers a gamified 
experience with different game modes where users can earn 
$LLAMA tokens through various activities and challenges, 
fostering engagement and community growth. 

• Staking and farming: $LLAMA tokens can be staked 
and farmed, allowing users to earn additional rewards and 
participate in governance decisions.

• Jettons lending protocol: $LLAMA holders will have 
privileges using DAOLama jettons lending protocol, which 
enable users to lend and borrow tokens with customizable 
terms and options.



• Buybacks and burn schedule provides sustainable economy 

Supply and tokenomics

With its diverse utilities and benefits, powered by the $LLAMA 
token, DAOLama empowers users to unlock the full potential of 
their digital assets and participate in a vibrant ecosystem of value 
creation and exchange.

Disclaimer:
Users are encouraged to conduct their own research and exercise 
caution when participating in the DAOLama ecosystem. The value 
of digital assets may fluctuate, and DAOLama does not guarantee 
any specific outcomes or returns.

% of total 
supply

Amount of 
tokens Lock-up Vesting Release on 

TGE
Private 11 % 11,000,000 1 month 6 months 0 %

Presale 2 % 2,000,000 0 months 3 months 0 %

Public 3 % 3,000,000 0 months 0 months 100 %
Staking & 
Farming 30 % 30,000,000 2 months 12 

months 0 %

Team 15 % 15,000,000 12 
months 12 month 0 %

Liquidity 15 % 15,000,000 0 months 0 months 100 %

Marketing 14 % 14,000,000 0 months 12 
months 8.33%

Reserve 10 % 10,000,000 12 
months

12 
months 0 %

Total supply 100 % 100,000,000


